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Dear Shareholder
Welcome to your Winter 2017/2018 BSC2 Investor Update. It is now over five years since we
published the first Update and I hope that you continue to find it an informative and useful document.
Introduction - Patient capital review
This has been an important period with the Government reviewing its
support both in terms of both quantum and method for investment in the
UK’s small and growing businesses. This review covered an assessment of
the focus and targeting of its current support particularly the Venture
Capital Trust, Enterprise Investment, Seed Enterprise Investment Schemes
and Entrepreneurs’ Relief. In addition it produced plans for the outline of
additional support through a National Investment Fund.
Recent research from The Association of Investment Companies and the
British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association highlighted:
• 3,200 companies are currently backed by UK private equity and venture
capital. Over 500 of those benefitted from £1.4 billion of VCT investment.
• 448,000 people are employed in the UK by companies backed by 		
private equity and venture capital. 50,000 of those are employed by 		
VCT-backed businesses and since the VCTs invested, these companies 		
have created 27,000 jobs (a 116 per cent increase).
• Providing follow-on finance is an important aspect of VCTs’
investment approach. More than a third of VCT-backed businesses 		
have received more than three investment rounds.
We also highlighted a track record of patient investment. Over the last
21 years VCTs advised by YFM have made 139 investments and invested
£141 million. Increase in revenue of the underlying investments to date has
been £501 million (a 268 per cent increase), and the increase in employees
over the investment period is 6,168 people (a 151 per cent increase).

Outcome
It is extremely encouraging that the Government has decided to extend and
reinforce its support for investment in UK SMEs. Some further important
changes were announced:
• The intention to create a National Investment Fund of £7.5 billion; with 		
£2.5 billion of government funding.
• Increasing funding for Enterprise Capital Funds to £1.5 billion; and
• A National Security Strategic Investment Fund of £85 million.
For VCTs the Government is keen to ensure that its policy objectives
are achieved and to do this has set some new rules to further focus their
investments.
Some key changes are:
• An increased annual investment limit of £10 million for knowledgeintensive companies.
• The introduction of a principles-based test.
• Restrictions to the use of loan instruments.
• Qualifying Investments to be increased from 70 per cent to 80 per cent 		
from April 2019.
Full details can be found at www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/661398/Patient_Capital_Review_
Consultation_response_web.pdf

Details of how some of these changes and particularly the principles-based
test will be implemented will emerge between now and April next year,
although the tests are being applied in practice from 4 December 2017.

Performance
In the third quarter of 2017 BSC2’s Total Return per share increased
from 113.0 pence per share to 113.4 pence per share, a return of
0.7 per cent on the opening net asset value, equivalent to an annualised
return of 2.7 per cent. On 29 September 2017 the Company paid an interim
dividend of 1.5 pence per share, which brings cumulative dividends
to 55.5 pence per share. At 30 September 2017 the net asset value per
share stands at 57.9 pence per share.

Investments and realisations
The new VCT rules will lead to more investments into earlier stage
businesses, with the existing portfolio providing an element of stable
returns in the short term. During the period BSC2 invested £1.2 million
into Friska and £0.6 million into e2E Engineering.
BSC2 invested into Harvey Jones in 2007 and sold its final interest in the
business in August for £0.2 million. This takes the total return from this
investment to £2.2 million, a multiple of 1.4x cost.

Shareholder survey
Once the results of the survey have been fully digested, we will publish a
separate document. In the meantime I want to provide you with a flavour
of the results:
• 28 per cent more shareholders than in 2012 are investing in VCTs for 		
longer than ten years.
• It is encouraging to see that one third of shareholders who responded 		
to the survey are planning to transfer their shares to their children/		
grandchildren. We have provided some hints and tips as to how you 		
can do this, on page two.
• It is also very positive for the VCT industry as a whole that the number 		
of shareholders is increasing and that they are diversifying their
holdings across VCTs.
– The number of BSC2 shareholders has increased by 11 per cent
		 per annum since 2012.
– The number of investors holding only BSC2 shares has halved as 		
		 investors diversify across the asset class.
As ever, we do really value your feedback, so if there is anything
you would like to see added to this Update, our workshops or any other
communication you receive from us, please do let us know.
Thank you again for your continued support of BSC2.
David Hall
Managing Director, YFM Equity Partners

€5m Top-up Offer – Opening 11 January 2018
On 11 January 2018 British Smaller Companies VCT2 plc will be launching an Offer for Subscription to raise up to €5 million.
Documents will be available on the website from 11 January 2018. The application form will be posted out on 10 January 2018.
For more information please contact our Investor Relations Support Manager, Tracey Nice, whose details are on the back page.

Past performance is no guide to future performance and the value of an investment in British Smaller Companies VCT2 plc may go down as well as up
and you may not get back the full amount invested.
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FRISKA
“Over the past seven years, we have been honing our menu, the way
our stores look and feel, our brand and of course our operating 		
systems. We feel confident that now is the right time to bring our 		
feel good food (and coffee) to cities around the UK and working with
YFM will allow us to do this faster and better, just like our food.”
Griff Holland, Co-founder, Friska

The strategy

The business

The developments

Chain of ‘food to go’ restaurants centred
in Bristol offering breakfast and lunchtime
food as well as great coffee

Expand the number of restaurants
building on the quality of the Friska
offering and brand

Appointed industry experienced Chairman

Founded by Griff Holland and Ed Brown

Build a distinctive national
“Feel Good Food” brand

Expansion into sites within striking distance
of Bristol

‘Feel Good Food’ ethos reflected in high
quality well-sourced food, engaging store
environments and leading customer
service levels

Deploy funding to roll out new
restaurants into major cities in the UK

TOTAL RETURN
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Transferring my VCT shares to my Children and Grandchildren

?

As mentioned in my Welcome, a third of you are planning to transfer your VCTs to your children or grandchildren.
Many of you asked additional questions as to how this could be done and the things to consider.

!

How do I go about transferring my shares?

Watch out for:

• A very simple form needs to be completed and
returned to Link, along with your share certificate.
• Link will process the transfer and send a new share
certificate to the new shareholder.
• You can contact Tracey Nice who will send you the
form and a guide.

• A transfer to children is a disposal and therefore you do need to consider whether the
shares have been held for at least five years. If not, there will be a clawback of the initial
VCT income tax relief.
• If the shares were purchased prior to 6 April 2004 and Capital Gains Tax deferral relief was
claimed, then that deferred capital gain will become chargeable to capital gains tax.
• Any child/grandchild must be at least 18 years of age when they receive the shares in order
to benefit from a CGT free exit and in order to receive dividends from the VCT tax free,
provided that they do not acquire more than £200,000 of VCT shares in the tax year; and
• Normal inheritance tax rules apply to share transfers.

Past performance is no guide to future performance and the value of an investment in British Smaller Companies VCT2 plc may go down as well as up
and you may not get back the full amount invested.
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PORTFOLIO UPDATE
In the three months to 30 September 2017 the investment portfolio (after netting off additions and proceeds) was up £0.52 million in the quarter.
The unquoted portfolio, which comprises 95 per cent of the total portfolio, increased by £1.91 million, with a value increase of £0.44 million
after netting off additional investment of £1.80 million offset by loan repayments and realisations of £0.33 million. The Top 10 investments
saw a value gain in the quarter of £0.67 million. The quoted portfolio saw a value gain of £0.08 million in the quarter.
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2017
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£000
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ACC Aviation (via NewAcc (2014) Limited)

flyacc.com

Intelligent Office (via IO Outsourcing Limited)

intelligentofficeuk.com

3,090

–

–

174

3,264		

5.6%

Mangar Health Limited

mangar.co.uk

2,791

–

–

(137)
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ketech.com
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–

–

104
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spring-board.info
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–

–

32
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gtk.co.uk
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–

–
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Past performance is no guide to future performance and the value of an investment in British Smaller Companies VCT2 plc may go down as well as up
and
you may not get back the full amount invested.
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KEY DATES
End of
Third
Quarter

November 2017
Third quarter
results announced

30 Sep
2017

Year
End

End of
First
Quarter

31 Dec
2017

31 Mar
2018

May 2018
Annual General Meeting

Half Year
End
30 Jun
2018

May 2018
First quarter
results announced

March 2018
Year end results
announced

FOR YOUR RECORDS - DIVIDENDS PAID AND DATE
The table below displays the dates when BSC2 dividends have been paid and we hope you find it useful in keeping and checking your records.

Date paid

Pence per share

Cumulative to 31 December 2009

22.0

Date paid

Pence per share

Date paid

Pence per share

26 October 2012

2.5

28 September 2015

2.0

21 May 2010

2.0

5 June 2013

2.5

9 May 2016

2.5

30 September 2010

2.0

27 September 2013

2.0

26 September 2016

2.0

10 June 2011

2.0

30 June 2014

2.5

12 May 2017

1.5

8 September 2011

2.0

7 October 2014

2.0

29 September 2017

1.5

22 May 2012

2.0

8 June 2015

2.5

Cumulative to 30 September 2017

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Past performance is no guide
to future performance and the
value of an investment in
British Smaller Companies VCT2
plc (“the Company”) may go
down as well as up and you
may not get back the full
amount invested. An
investment in a VCT is higher
risk than investing in other
securities listed on the London
Stock Exchange official list. You
should regard an investment in
the Company as a higher risk,
long term investment. The
Company invests in mostly
unquoted companies which are
small and which by their nature
carry a heightened level of risk.

In the past there has been
limited liquidity in VCT shares
listed on the London Stock
Exchange. It may therefore be
difficult to realise shares in the
Company in the future and the
share price may not reflect the
underlying net asset value.
Tax rules and regulations can
change over time and the tax
reliefs available are dependent
on the Company maintaining
HM Revenue & Customs
approval, on individual
circumstances and on investors
retaining their shares for a five
year period. We recommend
that you seek independent
financial advice from an
appropriately authorised

independent financial adviser
as to whether an investment in
the Company is suitable for
you, as well as your personal
entitlement to tax reliefs
associated with any share offer
by the Company.
This Investor Update is not an
offer to invest in the Company.
It is an advertisement and is
not a prospectus.

55.5

(FRN: 122120). YFM is the
Investment Adviser to the
Company.
YFM Private Equity Limited is
ultimately owned by YFM Equity
Partners LLP which is
registered in England and
Wales No: OC384467.
Registered Office: 5th Floor,
Valiant Building, 14 South
Parade, Leeds LS1 5QS.

This Investor Update has been
issued and approved for the
purposes of Section 21 of the
Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 by YFM Private Equity
Limited (“YFM”), which is
authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority
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